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LESSON PLAN

Lesson : Vegetables

GENERAL:
Objectives : Identifying the name of the vegetable and its color.
Time : 60 - 80 minutes
Level : Elementary School - 2nd grade
Structures : “What is this?”, “What color is this?”, and “This is a/an…”
Target Vocab : Carrot, tomato, pepper, potato, cucumber, lettuce, onion, broccoli.

YOUWILL NEED TO DOWNLOAD:
1. Flashcard :

- Picture, name, and color (For the teacher)
- Picture only (For the students)

2. Songs :
- https://youtu.be/CuI_p7a9VGs (Good Morning Song For Kids)
- https://youtu.be/5QszwJCLNac (Vegetable Song For Kids)

3. Worksheet :
- Vegetables & Colors
- Count This Veggies!

All flashcard, songs, and worksheets can be downloaded at :
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/13YOCi3_8tQxQrl2jfhxrG9MGU9xNFlOF?us
p=sharing

YOUWILL ALSO NEED:
1. Real vegetables / flashcards / picture for the following: Carrot, tomato, pepper,

potato, cucumber, broccoli, eggplant.
2. Laptop / Computer and LCD Projector to play the song in front of the class.
3. Double tape
4. Scissors

LESSON OVERVIEW:
Warm Up and Maintenance:
1. Greet the students and pray together
2. Play “Good Morning Song”
3. Check the attendance
4. Check the last week’s homework
5. Tell briefly about today’s topic

New Learning and Practice:
1. Play “Vegetables Song”
2. Teach the students vegetable vocabulary using flashcards
3. Play “Teacher says”
4. Teach the students the color of the vegetables
5. Play “Guess and Stick”

https://youtu.be/CuI_p7a9VGs
https://youtu.be/5QszwJCLNac
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/13YOCi3_8tQxQrl2jfhxrG9MGU9xNFlOF?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/13YOCi3_8tQxQrl2jfhxrG9MGU9xNFlOF?usp=sharing


Wrap Up:
1. Set Homework: "Count The Vegetable" worksheet
2. Review today’s topic
3. Do “Stand in a line & Guess this”

LESSON PROCEDURE:
Warm up and Maintenance: (5 - 10 minutes)
1. Greet the students and pray together

The teacher enters the classroom and greet the student with “Good morning, how
are you?” or “Good morning, how is your day?”. Then, you ask the class
president to lead the prayer. Furthermore, you can familiarize students to be able
to pray using English such as:

Thank you God for Your kindness
And bless us to learn English very well
Amin

You can say it first, then your students can repeat what you said. Use this
sentences as a daily routine before the teaching and learning process begin.

2. Play “Good Morning Song”
After pray together, prepare your equipment to play the song such as a laptop or
computer, speakers, and LCD projector. You can present the video to the entire
class by using LCD projector. But, you need to download the video to minimize
the bad signal when playing it. For the early weeks, the video may need to be
shown in front of the class so that students can memorize the lyrics.

Before the song starts, ask the students to stand up and do some gestures while the
song is playing such as waving hands, clapping hands, shaking their body, etc.
You can give them the example of the gestures in front of the class and ask them
to follow it.

Link : https://youtu.be/CuI_p7a9VGs

Good morning (good morning)
Good morning (good morning)
One, two
One, two, three

Good morning
Good morning
Hello, and how are you?
Early in the morning
I say good morning
Hello, and how are you?

Good morning
Good morning
Hello, and how are you?

https://youtu.be/CuI_p7a9VGs


Early in the morning
I say good morning
Hello, and how are you?

In the morning, I clap my hands
In the morning, I do my dance
In the morning, I shout "hurray"
This is going to be a wonderful day!

3. Check the attendance
First of all, you need to prepare a list of student attendance that contains their
names. Then, call out the names of the students one by one. You must encourage
the students to say "Yes, I'm here!" out loud. For those who don’t say “Yes, I’m
here!” out loud, you can pretend that you don’t hear them, for example, “I can’t
hear you. Where are you?”. If anyone is absent, you can try to ask the other
students if they know the reason for those student's absence.

4. Check the last week’s homework
Every students prepare their homework worksheet on the table and you will ask
some questions related to their homework worksheet. After they give the correct
answer, do not forget to praise them and give some rewards such as sticker, stamp,
etc. If the students experience any difficulties in answering the question, try to
guide them to give the right answer and appreciate their hard work to give the
correct answer by giving them a reward too.

Also, try to recall your students’ memories about topic in the last meeting. You
can ask some of them about what they have learned, for example, “Do you still
remember what we learned last week?”

5. Introduce briefly about the topic of the day
Stimulates your students' knowledge about to the topic by relating the questions
to their daily activity. For example, you ask them “Have you ever go to the
market?” or “Do you like to eat vegetables?” before you explains the main topic.
If no one answers, try pointing at one of the students to answer the questions.
Also, do not forget to give them feedback such as compliment, applause, etc.

New Learning and Practice: (45 - 60 minutes)
1. Play “Vegetables Song”

First, you need to download the video to minimize the bad signal. Present your
video to the entire class using LCD projector, so your students can read the lyrics
and sing along. You can play the song twice or more.

Lyrics :
Look, look inside the basket there is the carrot
Long and orange, long and orange
Look, look inside the basket carrot carrot
That is their name

Look, look inside the basket there’s the tomato
Round and red, round and read



Look, look inside the basket tomato tomato
That is their name

Look, look inside the basket there is the pepper
Green red and yellow, green red and yellow
Look, look inside the basket pepper pepper
That is their name look

Look, look inside the basket there is the potato
Oval and brown, oval and brown
Look, look inside the basket potato potato
That is their name

Look, look inside the basket there's the cucumber
Long and green, long and green
Look, look inside the basket cucumber cucumber
That is their name

Look, look inside the basket there's the lettuce
Big and green, big and green
Look, look inside the basket lettuce lettuce
That is their name

Look, look inside the basket there's the onion
With lots of layers, lots of layers
Look, look inside the basket onion onion
That is their name

Look, look inside the basket there's the broccoli
Looks like a tree, like a tree
Look, look inside the basket broccoli broccoli
That is their name

Look, look inside the basket there's also the pea
Small and green, small and green
Look, look inside the basket pea pea
That is their name

After playing the song, you can ask them what vegetables was mentioned earlier
in the song lyrics. Guide them to find the correct answer, for example, you can
give clue “long and orange” for “carrot”, or you can give clue “lots of layers” for
“onion.”

2. Teach the students vegetable vocabulary using flashcards
First of all, you need to print the first flashcard. The printed flashcard should be
clear and readable for the students because you will present it to your students. It
contains the picture, name, and color of the vegetables related to the song. Also,
prepare the real vegetables to show to the whole class, so your students will know
the real object. Before you and your students try to pronounce it together, write
these sentences on the whiteboard:



a. “What is this?”
b. “This is a/an …”

Then, teach them how to pronounce the name of the vegetables correctly and how
to use it in a sentence. You can give example first, then ask them to repeat a few
times. For example:

Teacher : “Please repeat after me! What is this?” (Show flashcard about carrot)
Students : “What is this?”
Teacher : “This is a carrot.”
Students : “This is a carrot.”

After you and your students pronounce it, distribute the vegetable mentioned
earlier and ask each student to look and touch the vegetables. Then, repeat the
same direction for the next vegetable. After the last student has seen and touched
the real vegetables, ask him or her to put them in the plastic bag that you prepared
near his desk.

Some of them may be confused by the use of a/an in the response sentence, so
you have to teach if the vowels (a, i, u, e, o) should use an. Don't forget to provide
corrections if there are mistakes from your students, and don't forget to give
feedback in the form of appreciation for their efforts.

3. Play “Teacher says”
For this activity, you need to print the second flashcards according to the number
of students in the class. You do not need to print this second flashcard in a big
size, you can print it in a small size, but make sure that it is readable and clear
enough. Also, put some double tape on the back of the flashcard since it will be
used in the other activity. Distribute to the whole class, each student will get nine
cards. After that, tell the students the rule of the game. To make it easier for
students to remember the rules, write "Teacher says" in large size on the
whiteboard.

Rules:
a. Pay attention to “Teacher says”
b. Only raise your card if I say “Teacher says.” For example: “Teacher says

raise your carrot!”
c. Do not raise your card if I do not say “Teacher says.” For example: “Raise

your tomato!”
d. Raise your card based on the vegetable that I mention

Give them the trial round to make them more understand about the game and its
rules. Don’t forget to appreciate them for following the game well. If they make a
mistake during the game, try to correct them and remind them again about the
rules.

4. Teach the students the color of the vegetables
Now, you are back to the first flashcard or you can use the real vegetable as well.
Teach the color to your students using the same sentence pattern like how you



teach the name of the vegetable. You can pronounce it first, and ask the students
to follow you. Do not forget to write “This is …” on the whiteboard.

For example:
Teacher : “Please repeat after me! This is green.” (Show flashcard or real object

of broccoli)
Students : “This is green.”

You can repeat several times for one vegetable, then move on to the next
vegetable. This activity will help them to know that the color of vegetable is not
only green, but it has many color. Then, to check their understanding, you can do
the Guess and Stick game below.

5. Play “Guess and Stick”
You can stick the first flashcard on the whiteboard as an example, so it will be
easier for the students to match the vegetable and its color later. Afterwards,
distribute the worksheets to the entire class, every student in the classroom will
get three worksheet:

a. Green worksheet
b. Brown and yellow worksheet
c. Red and orange worksheet

Make sure that you already put the double tape on the back side of the flashcard.
Then, ask your students to stick the flashcard according to the color. Watch and
assist them if they find any difficulties during the process. After they are finished,
ask them to collect their work on your table. Don’t forget to appreciate them for
their efforts by giving them snacks, high five, or compliment.

They will need to match the vegetable and its color like this:
Green Brown Yellow Red Orange

Pepper Potato Pepper Tomato Carrot
Cucumber Onion Pepper
Lettuce
Broccoli
Pea

Later, for the other class, you can reuse the flashcard from this class or you can
print it again. As a suggestion, you can reuse it again, but make sure you scan /
copy / take a picture of it first so that you have the data of your students’ work.
Also, you can laminate the worksheets, so when your students stick the flashcard,
it will be easy for you to take off from the worksheets.

Wrap Up: (5 - 10 minutes)
1. Set Homework: "Count the Veggies" worksheet

Distribute the worksheet to your students, each student will get a worksheet
contains five questions. After distributing it, you need to explain to your students
what they should do with the worksheet. They need to answer the number
operations (add and substract). You may give an example for them, so they will
have an overview of how to do the worksheet. Do not forget to tell them the



deadline for the submission of this assignment. If it is necessary, you can ask
them to write the instruction in their book so they will not forget about it. The
worksheet is available on Google Drive link that has been mentioned in the first
page.

2. Review today’s topic
There are two reviews that you should do at the end of the teaching and learning
process. The first one is how they memorize the material that has been given, and
the second is how they feel after learning the material. You can ask some of them
to give their opinion using these questions:
a. Do you still remember about what we discussed today?
b. Can you mention the name of vegetables that we learned today?
c. How about the color? Do you remember what color we learned today?
d. Are you happy with today’s topic?
e. How do you feel after studying this topic?

You can wait for students to volunteer to answer, or you can also pick one of the
students to answer. Do not forget to give them reinforcement after giving their
answer and opinion.


